DoOrder Cookies Statement
At DoOrder Limited we use cookies and other similar technologies like pixels and tags to
allow our website to work, to analyse and improve it, to personalise your experience
and to show you relevant advertising. Here’s a breakdown of what that means for you.
What are cookies?
Cookies make your online experience personalised by helping us show you relevant
DoOrder adverts when you browse other websites, helping us to understand how you
are using our own website, and saving you lots of time by remembering your details. But
how do they do it?
Cookies are actually small files that are stored on your computer or phone. They store
small bits of data so that when you visit a website, it can remember your preferences
and make sure it shows you content that is relevant to you.
All cookies have expiry dates that determine how long they stay in your browser:
●
●

Session cookies a re temporary cookies that expire automatically whenever you close
your browser.
Persistent cookies usually stay in your browser for a set period, or until you
manually delete them.

How we track emails
Every email we send to you contains small gif files known as tracking pixels.
These are small graphic files that contain unique identifiers that enable us to recognise
when our marketing subscribers have opened an email or clicked certain links. This
allows us to record each subscriber's email address, IP address, device ID, date, and time
associated with each open and click for a campaign.
We use this data to create reports about how interesting or useful our marketing
campaigns were to our users, then we can adjust them to make our campaigns more
relevant.
Turning off cookies
If you turn off all cookies, DoOrder won’t work properly. But if you want to, you can
delete your cookies and manage how cookies are used for the browser you use.
Here are the instructions for desktop browsers:
●
●
●
●

Google Chrome
Firefox
Safari
Internet Explorer

And here are the instructions for mobile browsers:
●
●
●

Google Chrome on Android
Firefox on Android
Safari on iOS

To opt out of being tracked by Google Analytics across all websites, visit
http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout.
Need more information?
●

Our Customer and Deliverer Privacy Statements contain more information about
users’ data protection rights. If you have any other questions about the way we use
cookies, you can contact our general customer services team at: info@doorder.eu or
by submitting a query via our online website ‘contact us’ form:
https://www.doorder.eu

